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Founded at the beginning of the century by Mr. Mestriner, the Company has belonged to the 
Trovò family since 1968.
Paolo Trovò has been at the helm since 1977.
Mestriner’s growth and development in the last 20 years has placed it in the forefront of the 
major Italian manufacturers of cutting and welding equipment - torches, pressure reducers for 
gas cylinders, flash back arrestors.
A wide sales network assures Mestriner’s presence all over the national territory as well as in 
many European and non-European countries: its export quota is 50% of the whole production.
In 1994 Mestriner, first among all the other Italian producers in the field, was granted UNI EN 
ISO 9002 certification.
Since November 2002 new certification ISO 9001 VISION 2000 confirms Mestriner’s policy 
aiming at continuous improvement of quality.

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE

The sole conditions of sale acknowledged as valid by Mestriner are those of the company. Hence, except for specific agreements 
made in writing, unilateral conditions of purchase set by the Customer shall not be acknowledged.

DELIVERY
Unless otherwise agreed, delivery is always considered ex warehouse.

DELIVERY TIMES
Delivery times are indicative and in no way constitute a binding agreement.

SHIPMENT
Shipment is performed according to specific instructions provided by the Customer.
Otherwise, Mestriner shall proceed to ship goods using its own experience in the field and all the means available.
Goods always travel at the sole risk of the Customer.

PROCESSING OF ORDERS
The partial processing of an order shall not be subject to litigation.
Once fifteen days have passed since receiving the invoice Mestriner shall not accept claims or complaints.
The latter shall in any event be notified in writing by registered mail.

INVOICING
Mestriner will only process invoices for a minimum of  300,00 net of VAT.

RETURNED GOODS
Any goods returned by Customers, whatever the reason, including equipment returned for repair - even if under guarantee - shall 
be performed entrepôt and previously agreed upon with our Quality Manager.

TERMS OF PAYMENT
Payment shall be performed in compliance with the agreed conditions that are also stated in the invoice. In the event of non-com-
pliance to the terms of payment, Mestriner shall implement said conditions and apply interest on the delayed payment.

COMPETENT COURT
In the event of controversy the competent court shall be the Court of Venice.



mestriner

More than 50 years
of experience
has led to: accuracy in 
manufacture,
choice of materials,
careful assembly,
vaste range
of applications
and continual
research into technological 
innovations

mestriner,
for those who love
their own work



SAFETY DURING OXYGAS WELDING AND CUTTING OPERATIONS

Thank tou for choosing our products. We would like to draw your attention to a number of important 
recommendations and instructions that will prove useful for the correct operation of the welding and cut-
ting equipment with the aim of maintaining your personal safety.

IMPROPER USE: the improper use of the oxygas cutting/welding devices includes all tasks for which 
the device was not specifically designed.
WRONG USE: failure to follow the user and maintenance instructions constitutes “wrongly using the 
device, consequently leading to the risk of injury for the operator and damage to the equipment”.

PRESSURE REGULATORS

IMPROPER USE:       • move the cylinder manually while levering on the regulator
                                     • use the regulator as a tool holder

WRONG USE:            • never use types of gas other than those which the device was designed for
                                     • do not use manometers that do not conform to the regulations or scales that 

are not suited to the feed and usage pressures
                                     • manometers must function to perfection: it is essential to regularly check their 

efficiency

HOW TO USE:            • using the dedicated wrench, screw the nut of the regulator into the valve of the 
cylinder

                                     • make sure that the adjusting screw is tightly screwed
                                     • Open the cylinder valve SLOWLY and completely
                                     • we recommend you use the safety valve to protect you from possible back-fire 

or gas back-flow
                                     • screw the adjusting hand-wheel until the required pressure is shown on the 

outlet manometer
                                     • upon completing the job close the cylinder valve and loosen the adjusting 

hand-wheel

WARNING:                  • never grease the oxygen regulator and its reference safety valve

SAFETY DEVICES
BACK-FIRE CHECK VALVES

REGULATOR SAFETY CAPSULE
The legal framework used as a reference requires the replacement of valves and capsules every five 
years: however, we recommend you check them after each back-fire 

IMPROPER USE:       • the improper use of the safety devices includes all tasks for which the device 
was not specifically designed

WRONG USE:            • never use types of gas other than those which the device was designed for
                                     • wrong connection to gas hoses other than those which the device was built to 

use
                                     • failure to follow instructions for use and mounting
                                     • mishandling of devices by unqualified personnel
                                     • failure to replace devices after five years

HOW TO USE:            • on pressure regulators
                                     • on rubber hoses
                                     • on torches and handgrips measuring 3/8 R and 3/8 L - 1/4
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HANDGRIPS, WELDING AND FLASH-WELDING LANCES
CUTTING TORCHES, LANCES AND TIPS

IMPROPER USE:       • all operations other than welding and cutting

WRONG USE:            • the gas used is not the type the device was designed for
                                     • failure to correctly connect the rubber hoses to the connections on the device
                                     • operations for starting-up, adjusting or switching off the device are performed 

in the wrong order
                                  • failure to regularly check that the device is working to perfection

MOUNTING:               • apply safety valves to the handgrip or to the cutting torches
                                     • apply rubber hoses by fixing them to the rubber-hose holders using the

dedicated pipe wrenches
                                     • connect the rubber hoses to their respective pressure regulators

HOW TO USE WELDING AND FLASH-WELDING LANCES:
                                     • check for any obstruction at the tip of the lance or in the injector
                                     • fit the lance that is most suited to the type of work in progess on to the

handgrip
                                     • tighten the nut on the handgrip firmly using the wrench
                                     • switch on the flame using a lighter: open the red gas control first, followed by 

the blue oxygen control
                                     • adjust the flame by altering the two controls until you obtain a neutral beam

HOW TO USE CUTTING LANCES AND TORCHES:
                                     • apply a tip of the required cutting width and the required type of gas; tighten 

the  nut using the wrench, not the tip
                                     • fit the cutting lance on to the handgrip and tighten the nut using the wrench
                                     • switch on the flame using a lighter: open the red gas control first, followed by 

the blue oxygen control
                                     • open the cutting control and adjust the flame

                                        The rules applicable to the cutting lances also apply to the cutting torches: it is 
important to adjust the flame by alternatly adjusting the two controls, opening 
the cutting control and then pressing the related lever and adjusting the flame

Recommendations:   1) when cutting do not rest the tip on the piece you are cutting: this will obstruct 

the gas outlet and will almost certainly cause back-fire

                                     2) once the job has been completed, close the cutting control or release the

related lever

                                     3) close the red gas control

                                     4) close the blue oxygen control

                                     5) close the valves of the cylindres

                                     6) loosen the screws on the regulators
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pressure regulators

25000     for oxygen model EC/68                                          25100    for acetylene model EC/68 with clamp
25020     for oxygen model EC/68 connection 5/8 M R         25120    for acetylene model EC/68 connection 5/8 M L
25050     for oxygen model CR/77 with outlet cock                25150    for acetylene model CR/77 with outlet cock

oxygen

acetylene

200

15

8

1,5

315

40

16

2,5

7

5

21,8x14/1”F

clamp

gas
max press.

intake Kg/cm2
max press.

output Kg/cm2
capacity

m3/h
connection

thread
press. gauge
HP Kg/cm2

press. gauge
LP Kg/cm2

25000
25100

25050

outlet
cock

25150

outlet
cock

Entirely made of pressed brass OT58 in compliance with EN ISO 2503 - suitable for
compressed gasses up to 200 bar - supplied with exhaust valve and pressure gauges 
in compliance with EN 562.

We can supply connections of all national standards (UNI - DIN - NF - BS - NEN - SS 
- CGA - JIS)
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25200   for propane at low pressure                         25350   for air
25250   for hydrogen                                                 25400   for nitrogen
25300   for propane with one manometer

hydrogen

nitrogen

200

200

1,5

8

315

315

2,5

16

5

7

20x14/1”FSx

21,8x14/1”M

gas
max press.

intake Kg/cm2
max press.

output Kg/cm2
capacity

m3/h
connection

thread
press. gauge
HP Kg/cm2

press. gauge
LP Kg/cm2

propane - 1,5 - 4 - 20x14/1”FSx

air 200 8 315 16 15 30x14/1”F

25400

25250

25350

25300

25200
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Regulators for Argon and CO2
These regulators are suitable for applications on MIG - MAG - TIG welding machines

25450       for CO2 with 1 press. gauge and flowmeter               25500/1    for Argon with 2 press. gauges
25450/1   for Argon with 1 press. gauge and flowmeter            25550       for CO2 with 1 press. gauge
25450/2   for CO2 with 2 flowmeters and 1 press. gauge          25550/1    for Argon with 1 press. gauge
25450/3   for Argon with 2 flowmeters and 1 press. gauge      25600       gas pre-heater 230 V
25500       for CO2 with 2 pressure gauges                                                                 25650       for CO2 double stage

25450

25550

25600

25450/2

25500

CO2

Argon

60

200

3

5

315

315

32

32

2

7

21,8x14/1”F

24,5x14/1”M

gas
max press.

intake Kg/cm2
max press.

output Kg/cm2
capacity

m3/h
connection

thread
press. gauge
HP Kg/cm2

press. gauge
LP lt/min

25650
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pressure regulators MICRO series

Entirely made of pressed brass OT58 - suitable for compressed gas up to 230 bar - 
Supplied with exhaust valve - They are appreciated for their highly constant flow-rate 
and for the small dimensions

max press. intake kg/cm2 230 bar 25 bar 25 bar 230 bar 230 bar 230 bar

Oxy acetyl. CO2 argonpropane nitrogen

max press. output kg/cm2 4 bar 1,5 bar 1,5 bar 4 bar 4 bar 4 bar

capacity 5 m3/h 1 m3/h 1 m3/h 5 m3/h 1,5 m3/h 1,5 m3/h

press. gauge High Pr. 0-315 bar 0-40 bar - 0-315 bar 0-315 bar 0-315 bar

press. gauge Low Pr. 0-16 bar 0-2,5 bar 0-2,5 bar 0-16 bar - -

manoflowmeter - - - - 0-20 lt/min 0-20 lt/min

How to use

      25570        for CO2 with 1 press. gauge
      25570/1     for argon with 1 press. gauge
      25580        for CO2 without press. gauge

      25580/1     for argon without press. gauge
       25590        for CO2 with 2 press. gauges
       25590/1     for argon with 2 press. gauges

for rechargeable cylinder

25570 CO2
25570/1 Argon
1 pressure gauge

25590 CO2
25590/1 Argon
2 pressure gauges

25580 CO2
25580/1 Argon
without pressure gauge
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25570/E3
1 press. gauge

25580/E3
without press. gauge

25590/E3
2 press. gauges

    25570/E3     1 pressure gauge for CO2

    25580/E3     without press. gauge for CO2

    25590/E3     with 2 pressure gauges for CO2

    25590/OX     for oxygen
    25590/AC     for acetylene
    25590/N       for nitrogen
    25570/P        for propane with 1 press. gauge
    25580/P        for propane without press. gauge

direct connection to disposable cylinder        other gasses

   25590/OX     for oxygen
    25590/AC     for acetylene
    25590/N       for nitrogen

    25570/P        for propane with 1 press gauge
    25580/P        for propane without press. gauge
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pressure regulators heavyrates and high pressures

These regulators can be used with compressed gasses up to 200 bar - Supplied with the safety 
device for letting off overpressures automatically. They allow very high flow rates from the outlet 
gauge and are therefore used on central supply units and cylinder sets (for 5-6 workstations).

max press.
intake kg/cm2

max press.
output kg/cm2

25700
25750
25800

20 bar
40 bar
60 bar

cod. capacity
m3/H

75
100
120

200
200
200

Regulators for average-pressure industrial appliances           Suitable for: oxygen - air - nitrogen - CO2 - argon

Regulators for high-pressure industrial appliances              Suitable for: oxygen - air - nitrogen - CO2 - argon

max press.
intake kg/cm2

max press.
output kg/cm2

25850 125

cod. capacity
m3/H

250200

Regulators for industrial plants: large capacity, cylinder packs
Suitable for: oxygen - acetylene - air - nitrogen - CO2 - argon

max press.
intake kg/cm2

max press.
output kg/cm2

25900 16

cod. capacity
m3/H

200200

VERY IMPORTANT: WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY THE REQUIRED TYPE OF GAS
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workstations for central supply-units

Workstation for gas high rates with:
- metal box stainless steel
- pressure reducer with manometer
- flashback arrestor
- dimensions: cm 230x120x140

gas press. I - O

26010
26011
26012
26013
26014

25 - 10 bar
25 - 1,5 bar
25 - 1,5 bar

25
25

cod. max flow Nm3/H

60
11
11

30 lt/min
30 lt/min

oxygen
propane
acetylene

CO2

argon

Workstation for gas high rates with:
- metalbox stailess steel
- pressure reducer with manometer
- flashback arrestor
- dimensions: cm 165x120x70

gas press. I - O

26030
26031
26032
26033
26034

30 - 10 bar
30 - 1,5 bar
30 - 1,5 bar

30
30

cod. max flow Nm3/H

25
4
4

25 lt/m
25 lt/m

oxygen
propane
acetylene

argon
CO2

Workstation for CO2/argon with:
- metal box stainless steel
- pressure reducer with flowmeter
- flashback arrestor
- dimensions: cm 170x120x140

gas press. I - O

26015
26016

25 bar
25 bar

cod. max flow lt/min

30
30

argon
CO2
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cutting torches

    19000          Mestriner - gas mixing through suction                                             Weight gr. 700 - L. cm 28
  U19000          UNIMES - gas mixing through suction                                              Weight gr. 700 - L. cm 28
    19100          Mestriner - horizontal head - gas mixing through suction                Weight gr. 700 - L. cm 30
  U19100          UNIMES - horizontal head - gas mixing through suction                  Weight gr. 700 - L. cm 30
  U00064          UNIMES - gas mixing nozzles - with knob                                        Weight gr. 700 - L. cm 27
  U05064          UNIMES - gas mixing nozzles - with lever                                         Weight gr. 700 - L. cm 27

Very important: items prefixed by “U” are from the “Unimes line” and are interchangeable with 
articles from the Air Liquid Group - Harris - GCE group

This torch is the most representative among Mestriner
torches. It is reliable, strong, easy to regulate
Suitable for nozzles M1    20000A/0/1/2/3 acetylene
(page 16)                          20000P/0/1/2/3 propane
                                          21000A/0/1/2/3 acetylene
                                          21000P/0/1/2/3 propane

EVERY TORCH IS ACCOMPANIED BY A TEST CERTIFICATE

UNIMES interchangeable.
Suitable for nozzles H1F-AC-NX
from code U01446 to code U03446 acetylene
from code U00546 to code U05646 propane
(page 16)

Mestriner
with horizontal head

19100

UNIMES
interchangeable - with horizontal head

U19100

UNIMES interchangeable.
with 2 knobs - gas mixing nozzles ensure maximum 
safety as gasses flow through once they are mixed 
together
Suitable for nozzles IC
from code U00564 to code U00864 acetylene
from code U00274 to code U00574 propane
(page 17)

UNIMES interchangeable.
with lever
Suitable for nozzles IC

U05064

in compliance with

ISO 5172

19000

U19000

U00064
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cutting torches injection type

    19300    model M1 with knob Mestriner                                                                     W. gr. 1200 - L. cm 50
  U19300    model M1 with knob UNIMES interchangeable                                           W. gr. 1200 - L. cm 50
    19400    model M1 extended with knob Mestriner                    W. gr. 1400-1600 - L. cm 70-100-120-150*
   U19400    model M1 extended with knob UNIMES interchangeable W. gr. 1400-1600 - L. cm 70-100-120-150*

Single body - especially suited for steelworks and shipyar-
ds - absolutely reliable, exceptional cutting quality

19300 M1 Mestriner
Suitable for nozzles
code 20000A/0/1/2/3 acetylene
code 20000P/0/1/2/3 propane
code 21000A/0/1/2/3 acetylene
code 21000P/0/1/2/3 propane

U19300 UNIMES
Suitable for nozzles
from code U01446 to code U03446 acetylene
from code U00546 to code U05646 propane

EVERY TORCH IS ACCOMPANIED BY A TEST CERTIFICATE

19300
U19300

Length can be suited to
Customer requirement cm 70 - 100 - 120
Suitable for nozzles code 19300 and U19300

19400
U19400
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cutting torches with gas mixing nozzles

     19500           model SAF G1 - with lower lever                                                           Weight gr. 1200 - L. cm 50
     19510           with upper lever - suitable for IC (international cone) nozzles
                                                                                                                                            Weight gr. 1500 - L. cm 50
     19515           with upper lever - model GCE Group - suitable for IC nozzles            Weight gr. 1200 - L. cm 50
     19520           with lower lever - suitable for IC nozzles                                               Weight gr. 1500 - L. cm 50

These torches ensure maximum quality in cutting without burrs.
They are extremely strong and has 3 tubes: it is suitable also for demolishing

Thicknesses until 400 mm
Suitable for nozzles G1
22000A/0/1/2/3 acetylene
22000P/0/1/2/3 propane

EVERY TORCH IS ACCOMPANIED BY A TEST CERTIFICATE

19500

With lower lever - thicknesses until 300 mm
Suitable for IC nozzles

19520

19510

With lower lever - thicknesses until 300 mm
Suitable for IC nozzles
from code U00564 to code U00864 acetylene
from code U00274 to code U00574 propane

19515

With upper lever - thicknesses until 300 mm
model GCE Group - Suitable for IC nozzles
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cutting nozzles injection type

Made of brass and copper - two pieces - M1 model
suitable for cutting torches ref. 19000 - 19100 - 19300 - 19400

20000A/0

20000A/1

20000A/2

20000A/3

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

5 - 10

10 - 20

20 - 40

40 - 100

4

4 - 5

5

5 - 6

20000P/0

20000P/1

20000P/2

20000P/3

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

5 - 15

15 - 30

30 - 60

60 - 120

4

4 - 5

5

5 - 6

21000A/0

21000A/1

21000A/2

21000A/3

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

5 - 10

10 - 20

20 - 40

40 - 100

4

4 - 5

5

5 - 6

21000P/0

21000P/1

21000P/2

21000P/3

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

5 - 15

15 - 30

30 - 60

60 - 120

4

4 - 5

5

5 - 6

U00546 NX0

U05546 NX1

U00646 NX2

U05646 NX3

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

5 - 15

15 - 25

25 - 50

50 - 100

4

4 - 5

5

5 - 6

U01446 AC0

U02446 AC1

U52446 AC2

U03446 AC3

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

5 - 15

15 - 25

25 - 50

50 - 100

4

4 - 5

5

5 - 6

Made of brass and copper - two pieces - UNIMES interchangeable - H1F AC NX type
suitable for cutting torches ref. U19000 - U19100 - U19300 - U19400

acetylene

propane

acetyl. long type

propane long type

acetylene

propane
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mix cutting nozzles

SAF G1 type - suitable for cutting torch ref. 19500

Cutting nozzles with IC - type connection (international cone) suitable for cutting torches ref. U00064 - U05064
19510 - 19515 - 19520

22000A/0 10/10

22000A/1 16/10

22000A/2 20/10

22000A/3 25/10

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

10 - 50

50 - 180

180 - 300

300 - 400

5

5 - 6

7

8

22000P/0 10/10

22000P/1 16/10

22000P/2 20/10

22000P/3 25/10

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

10 - 60

60 - 150

150 - 300

300 - 400

5

5 - 6

7

8

U00564

U05564

U00664

U05664

U00764

U05764

U00864

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

3 - 10

10 - 25

25 - 75

75 - 125

125 - 175

175 - 225

225 - 300

1.2

3

8

15

20

25

35

U00274

U05274

U00374

U05374

U00474

U05474

U00574

thicknesses mm press. oxy. atm.

3 - 10

10 - 25

25 - 75

75 - 125

125 - 175

175 - 225

225 - 300

1.4

3

8

15

20

25

32

acetylene

propane

acetylene

propane
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welding and heating

Mestriner        10000    welding torch with six welding heads consisting of shank with fixed hose connec-
tion 
UNIMES        U10000    and welding heads for lt. 100 - 150 - 350 - 500 - 750 - 1000            Weight gr. 1500

                                     Very important: items prefixed by “U” are from the “Unimes line” and are
                                        interchangeable with articles from the Air Liquid Group - Harris - GCE group

Mestriner

UNIMES interchangeable

10000
U10000

Welding heads                                              aver. oxy. press.              thick. to be welded                weight
UNIMES         MESTRINER                                          Kg                                     mm                                gr. 
U11000        11000          lt.           50                       1                                   0.2 - 0.5                            130
U11100        11100          lt.           75                       1                                    0.5 - 1                             130
U11200        11200          lt.         100                       1                                    1 - 1.5                             130
U11300        11300          lt.         150                     1.3                                  1.5 - 2                             130
U11400        11400          lt.         225                     1.4                                    2 - 3                               140
U11500        11500          lt.         350                     1.5                                    3 - 4                               200
U11600        11600          lt.         500                     1.7                                    4 - 5                               210
U11700        11700          lt.         750                       2                                      5 - 6                               210
U11800        11800          lt.       1000                     2.2                                   6 - 10                             220
U11900        11900          lt.       1500                     2.5                                  10 - 15                            220
U12000        12000          lt.       2000                     2.7                                  15 - 20                            220
U12100       12100          lt.       2500                     2.9                                  20 - 35                            250

Important: firmly tighten the welding heads in the shank with spanner-always ensure that the tips are completely clean - regulate oxygen pressure

welding heads: how to use
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      10200           brass shank with fixed hose connections - Mestriner                                                   Weight gr. 600
    U10200           brass shank with fixed hose connections - UNIMES interchangeable                         Weight gr. 600
      10300           aluminium shank model PG/73 with interchangeable hose connections 3/8
                             right for oxygen 3/8 left for acetylene - Mestriner                                                          Weight gr. 550
    U10300           aluminium shank model PG/73 - UNIMES interchangeable                                         Weight gr. 550
      10400           welding torch model MO with tip 100 lt. - particularly handy because of its light
                             weight. Suitable for welding thicknesses from 0,5 to 3,5 mm. It has been studied
                             for refrigerator technicians and installers of air conditioning equipment.
                             Supplied with star with four tips                                                                                     Weight gr. 450
      10500           star with four tips 75 - 150 - 225 - 350 lt.                                                                      Weight gr. 50

ref.                       lt/h         thicknesses
50500/2               75                0,5
50500/3             100                  1
10502                 150                1,6
10503                 225                2,2
10504                 350                3,5

10500
10400

U10200

U10300

10300

10200

tips for welding torch MO
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Mestriner        13000/1/2/3/4     flexible head with straight tip for lt. 150 - 225 - 350 - 500
UNIMES       U13000/1/2/3/4     thickness: 1,6 - 2,2 - 3 - 5 mm                                                 Weight gr. 120

Mestriner        14000/1/2/3/4     flexible head with angled tip for lt. 150 - 225 - 350 - 500
UNIMES       U14000/1/2/3/4     thickness: 1,6 - 2,2 - 3 - 5 mm                                                 Weight gr. 120

Mestriner           15000/1/2/3     heating head with finned tip for acetylene for lt. 3000 - 3500 - 4000
UNIMES          U15000/1/2/3     thickness: 50 - 50 - 50                                                             Weight gr. 700

Mestriner         16000A/1/2/3     heating head with spray tip for acetylene (A) for lt. 3000 - 3500 - 4000
UNIMES        U16000A/1/2/3     thickness: 50 - 50 - 50                                                             Weight gr. 700

Mestriner         16000P/1/2/3     heating head with spray tip for propane (P) for lt. 3000 - 3500 - 4000
UNIMES        U16000P/1/2/3     thickness: 50 - 50 - 50                                                             Weight gr. 700

13000/1/2/3/4
U13000/1/2/3/4

14000/1/2/3/4
U14000/1/2/3/4

15000/1/2/3
U15000/1/2/3

16000A/1/2/3
16000P/1/2/3

U16000A/1/2/3
U16000P/1/2/3
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17100                                  fuelgas-air propane heating torch with regulating knob
17200/25/32/50/60/76         fuelgas-air propane heating torch with lever quick-release
                                               with burners Ø 25 - 32 - 50 - 60 - 76
17300                                  welding fuelgas torch with copper hammer
17310                                  hammer gr. 200
17400/25/32/50                    burner Ø 25 - 32 - 50
17500/60/76                        burner Ø 60 - 76

17400/25/32/50

17500/60/76 17200/25/32/50/60/76

17100

17300

17310



   AC          25       0,2                                                          18010                                                                      18510

   AC          40       0,4                                                          18020                                                                            18520

   AC          80       0,8                                                          18030                                                                            18530

   AC        160       1,6                                                          18040                                                                            18540

   AC        225       2,2                                                          18050                                                                            18550

   AC        315         3                                                            18060                                                                            18560

   AC        500         5                                                            18070                                                                            18570

   AC        800         8                                                            18080                                                                            18580

   AC      1250        10                                                           18090                                                                            18590

  GPL         80       0,8                                                          18110                                                                      18610

  GPL       160       1,6                                                          18120                                                                      18620

  GPL       225       2,2                                                          18130                                                                      18630

  GPL       315         3                                                            18140                                                                      18640

  GPL       500         5                                                            18150                                                                      18650

  GPL       800         8                                                            18160                                                                      18660

  GPL     1250        10                                                           18170                                                                      18670

welding heads nozzles

l/h thickgas ref. ref.

The MINI torch with aluminium shank is used for welding and cutting in small and medium
carpentry works. It is suitable for coachbuilders and refrigerator technicians and allows to weld up 
to 10 mm. thick parts, and to cut up to 50 mm. thick parts.

description                        ref.

MINI shank                        18000
MINIMES
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MINI cutting and welding torch



    AC       160       1,6                                                                                      18200

    AC       225       2,2                                                                                      18210

    AC       315        3                                                                                       18220

Flexible welding heads: most suitable in thermohydraulics

Heating heads and nozzles: can be used with some multiple-hole heating heads

   AC     800-1250      -                          18710                                                                        18300

  GPL   800-1250      -                          18720                                                                        18310

Cutting torch and nozzles: can be used with torches and nozzles for cutting
metals up to 50 mm. thick

    AC         -          10                        18800                                                                             18400

                   -          25                        18810

                   -          50                        18820

  GPL         -          10                        18900                                                                        18410

                   -          25                        18910

                   -          50                        18920

Flash back arrestors (FBAs) for MINI shank

without nozzle

without nozzle

l/h thickgas ref.

l/h thickgas ref. ref.

l/h thickgas ref. ref.

description                                                               ref.

oxygen 1/4” gas MINI                                           30800

acetylene/GPL 1/4” gas MINI                               30900

2 pcs.

23
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flash back arrestors (FBAs)

    30000     brass FBAs for Oxygen rubber hose Ø 6 e Ø 8 - max flow rate 20 mc/h
    30100     brass FBAs for Acetylene rubber hose Ø 6 e Ø 8 - max flow rate 6 mc/h
    30200     aluminium FBAs for Oxygen rubber hose Ø 6 e Ø 8 - max flow rate 35 mc/h
    30300     aluminium FBAs for Acetylene rubber hose Ø 6 e Ø 8 - max flow rate 10 mc/h
    30400    aluminium FBAs for Oxygen 3/8 right - max flow rate 35 mc/h
 30400/1     aluminium FBAs for Oxygen suitable for shank ref. 10200 - max flow rate 35 mc/h
    30500    aluminium FBAs for Acetylene 3/8 left - max flow rate 10 mc/h
 30500/1     aluminium FBAs for Acetylene suitable for shank ref. 10200 - max flow rate 10 mc/h
    30600     FBAs for Oxygen regulator 3/8 right - 7000 l/h - max flow rate 40 mc/h
    30700     FBAs for Acetylene and Propane regulators 3/8 left - 7000 l/h - max flow rate 10 mc/h

All the FBAs are made in compliance with ISO 5175 - The functions performed are: they stop backfires - 
they stop gas back-flows - they let off overpressures

30000

30100

30200

30300

30400

30500

30400/1

30500/1 30600

30700

ISO 5175

ISO 5175

ISO 5175

ISO 5175

ISO 5175

ISO 5175

ISO 5175

ISO 5175

ISO 5175

ISO 5175
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metal boxes

Mestriner            40000      metal box with:
UNIMES            U40000      • shank                                                                            • Oxygen regulator EC/68
                                               • 6 welding heads lt. 100-150-350-500-750-1000         • Acetylene regulator EC/68
                                               • cutting torch                                                                 • torch guide + circle cutting attach-
ment
                                               • 2 acetylene nozzles n. 1 - 2
Mestriner            41000      metal box with:
UNIMES            U41000      • shank                                                                            • Oxygen regulator EC/68
                                               • 8 welding heads lt. 100-150-350-500                          • Acetylene regulator EC/68
                                                  750-1000-1500-2000                                                    • torch guide + circle cutting attach-
ment
                                               • cutting torch
                                               • 2 acetylene nozzles n. 1 - 2
                            70170      empty big box

40000
U40000

41000
U41000
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Mestriner            42000      metal box with:
UNIMES            U42000      • shank                                                                            • Oxygen regulator CR/77
                                               • 6 welding heads lt. 100-150-350-500-750-1000         • Acetylene regulator CR/77
                                               • cutting torch                                                                 • torch guide + circle cutting attach-
ment
                                               • 2 acetylene nozzles n. 1 - 2
Mestriner            43000      metal box with:
UNIMES            U43000      • shank                                                                            • Oxygen regulator CR/77
                                               • 8 welding heads lt. 100-150-350-500                          • Acetylene regulator CR/77
                                                  750-1000-1500-2000                                                    • torch guide + circle cutting attach-
ment
                                               • cutting torch
                                               • 2 acetylene nozzles n. 1 - 2

42000
U42000

43000
U43000
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Mestriner            44000      metal box with:
UNIMES            U44000      • shank                                                                            • 2 acetylene nozzles n. 1 - 2
                                               • 6 welding heads lt. 100-150-350-500-750-1000         • torch guide + circle cutting attach-
ment
                                               • cutting torch

Mestriner            45000      metal box with:
UNIMES            U45000      • shank                                                                            • 2 acetylene nozzle n. 1 - 2
                                               • 8 welding heads lt. 100-150-350-500                          • torch guide + circle cutting attach-
ment
                                                  750-1000-1500-2000
                                               • cutting torch

                              70160      empty small box

44000
U44000

45000
U45000
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additional items

    05194          Mestriner portable oxy/acetyl. welding sets
  U05194          UNIMES portable oxy/acetyl. welding sets

                        with:
                          • trolley lt. 5
                          • oxygen and acetylene cylinder lt. 5 (empty)
                          • oxygen and acetylene regulators
                          • oxygen and acetylene FBAs for regulators
                          • oxygen and acetylene FBAs for shank 3/8 R - 3/8 L
                          • shank model PG/73
                          • welding head lt. 100
                          • 5 mt. twin rubber hose
                          • total weight kg 25

    08194          Mestriner portable oxy/propane welding sets
  U08194          UNIMES portable oxy/propane welding sets

                        with:
                          • trolley
                          • oxygen cylinder lt. 5 (empty)
                          • propane cylinder lt. 1 (empty)
                          • oxygen and propane regulators
                          • oxygen and propane FBAs for regulators
                          • shank with welding head lt. 75
                          • 5 mt. twin rubber hose

    70180          gas economiser oxygen/acetylene - propane

    70110          trolley for lt. 27/33/40 cylinders                                                          weight kg. 17
    70120          trolley for lt. 14 cylinders                                                                    weight kg. 11
     70130          trolley for lt. 5 cylinders                                                                      weight kg. 3.5

     empty cylinders
     70200           oxygen lt. 5
     70250           acetylene lt. 5
     70300           CO2 lt. 5
     70350           argon lt. 5
      70360           argon mix lt. 5
     70400           oxygen lt. 14
     70500           acetylene lt. 14
     70550           propane 1 kg
     70600           propane 5 kg

cm 150
cm 70 cm 110

cm 60
cm 75

70130 70120 70110
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    60000     oxygen rubber hose 6 x 13                                    60161     universal key
     60010     acetylene/propane rubber hose 6 x 13                  60170     spring gas lighter
    60020     oxygen rubber hose 8 x 15                                    60171     colt gas lighter
     60030     acetylene/propane rubber hose 8 x 15                  60172     scoop gas lighter
    60040     twin rubber hose 8 x 15                                          60180     flints
     60041     twin rubber hose 6 x 13                                          60190     CO2/argon connection
    60050     hose clips                                                               60191     oxygen/nitrogen connection
     60051     cleaning set for welding tips                                  60200     torch guide
     60160     opening key for acetylene bottle                            60210     circle cutting attachment

   the rubber hose is made in compliance with EN 559 - available in rolls of 100 mt.

60010

60000

60020

60030

60040

60051

60190

60191

60050

60161

60160

60170

60172

60180

60171

for acetylene

for oxygen

60200

60210
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swift connections in stainless steel for rubber hoses

    80100     Oxygen regulator component 3/8 F R                        80300     for tube-tube female oxygen
     80110     for hose connection Oxygen male                              80310     for tube-tube female acetylene
    80200     Acetylene regulator component 3/8 F L                     80400     for tube-thread 3/8 right
     80210     for hose connection Acetylene male                          80410     for tube-thread 3/8 left

         50360     double rubber hose connection Ø 6 - Ø 8     50380/CR     three-way joint right with control
         50380     three-way joint right                                         50390/CR     three-way joint left with control
          50390     three-way joint left                                                  25591     swift connection for Micro regulator 2x4

50390

50380/CR
50390/CR

50380

25591

50360

regulator
80100 oxygen
80200 acetylene

rubber hose
80110 oxygen
80210 acetylene

rubber hose
80110 oxygen
80210 acetylene

shank-cutting torch
80400 3/8 right
80410 3/8 left

80300 tube - tube oxygen
80310 tube - tube acetylene
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spare parts

regulators

50241

50280 Oxy/CO2
50281 Acetylene

50240

50242
50243
50244

50210

50290

50310

50260

25455

50220 50230

50211
50212
50213 50250/A blue

50250/B white
50250/G grey
50250/R red

50270

      50210          oxygen / CO2  nut connection
      50211          nut 5/8 male right
       50212          nut 5/8 male left
      50213          tang for nut 5/8 Male left-right
      50220          tang for oxygen / CO2

       50230          tang for acetylene
      50240          nut with oxy hose connection Ø 6 - Ø 8
       50241          nut with acetyl. hose connection Ø 6 - Ø 8
       50242          nut 3/8 R for oxy. hose connection
       50243          nut 3/8 L for acetyl. hose connection
       50244          hose connection Ø 6 - Ø 8

       25455          nut Male for argon
      50250/A       blue regulating screw
      50250/B       white regulating screw
      50250/G      grey regulating screw
      50250/R       red regulating screw
      50260          overpressure safety valve
      50270          rubber membrane
      50280          plug with nylon core for oxy / CO2

      50281          plug with nylon core for acetylene
      50290          inner spray
      50310          spring for 50280 - 50281
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regulators

    25583     entry filter                                                                50200     nylon gasket
     50320     screw for acetylene clamp                                     50350     leather washer
    50340     flowmeter CO2/argon 30 lt.                                      50370     acetylene clamp
     50341     flowmeter CO2/argon 15 lt.                                      50300     filter for FBAs 
    50342     spare parts for flowmeter
     50343     flowmeter oxygen lt. 30
     50344     flowmeter oxygen lt. 15

50320 50370

50340 50341 50342

50350
50300

25583

50200
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pressure gauges
                
      60060     0-315 bar/PSI Ø 63                                              60112      0-16 bar/PSI Ø 50
 60060OX     0-315 bar/PSI Ø 63 oxygen                                 60113      0-40 bar/PSI Ø 50
      60070     0-16 bar/PSI Ø 63                                                60114      0-2,5 bar/PSI Ø 50
 60070OX     0-16 bar/PSI Ø 63 oxygen                                   60115      20 lt/CFH Ø 50 CO2 / argon
      60080     0-40 bar/PSI Ø 63 acetylene                                60120      plastic oxygen gauge cover
       60090     0-2,5 bar/PSI Ø 63 acetylene                               60130      plastic acetylene gauge cover
      60100     0-4 bar/PSI Ø 63 propane                                   60140      plastic nitrogen gauge cover
       60110     30 lt/CFH CO2 / argon Ø 63                                 60150      plastic CO2 / argon gauge cover
       60111     0-315 bar/PSI Ø 50

All the pressure gauges are made in compliance with EN 562

60060

6011560111

60100

60112 6011460113

60110

60060OX 60070

6009060080

60070OX

60120 60130 60140 60150
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                   cutting torch

    50000     Mestriner nut connection
  U50000     UNIMES nut connection            

     50010     Mestriner tang                           

  U50010    UNIMES tang                             

    50020     oxygen knob                              

     50030     cutting knob                               

50120

50090 Mestriner

U50090 UNIMES

50030 50020

50000 Mestriner

U50000 UNIMES

50080

50010 Mestriner

U50010 UNIMES 50070

50100 50130

50160

50050

50040

50060

50110 50140

50150

50690

    50040     oxygen nipple                             

     50050     cutting nipple                              

    50060     injector                                        

     50070     mixer                                           

     50080     mixer with tube
    50090     Mestriner cutting head
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     cutting torch injection type                                       mixing cutting torch

      50450     injector for model M1                                                 56559      nut for nozzle ref. 19510-19515-19520
       50460     nipple for model M1                                                   56560      nut for nozzle ref. 19500
                                                                                                         

     shank
       
       50020     knob                                                                           50660       oxygen nipple
      50600     Mestriner nut connection                                           50110      sealing nut
       U50600   UNIMES nut connection                                            50710      oxygen plate
       50640     hose connection Ø 6 - Ø 8                                        50720      acetylene plate
       50650     brass tube holders                                                     50750      alu tube holders

50450

56559 56560

50460

50600 Mestriner

U50600 UNIMES 50020

50640

50110
50650

50750

50660

50710 50720
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                                  welding and heating heads

 50500/1/2/3/4/5/6     tips for welding heads 50 - 75 - 100 - 150 - 225 - 350 lt.
 50510/1/2/3/4/5/6     tips for welding heads 500 - 750 - 1000 - 1500 - 2000 - 2500 lt.
                   50520     injector
                     50530     mixer
                   50540     mixer for heating-head
                     50550     tube for welding head from 50 to 350 lt.
                   50560     tube for welding head from 500 to 2500 lt.
           50570/1/2/3     finned tip for heating head 3000 - 3500 - 4000 lt.
           50580/1/2/3     spray tip for propane heating head 3000 - 3500 - 4000 lt.
           50590/1/2/3     spray tip for acetylene heading head 3000 - 3500 - 4000 lt.
                     10502     tip for MO model 150 lt.
                     10503     tip for MO model 225 lt.
                     10504     tip for MO model 350 lt.

50500/1/2/3/4/5/6

50510/1/2/3/4/5/6

50580/1/2/3

50590/1/2/3

50570/1/2/3

50530 50540

50560

50550

50520
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